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We present the experimental realization of a quantum fiber-pigtail. The device consists of a semiconductor quantum-dot embedded into a conical photonic wire that is directly connected to the core of a fiber-pigtail. We demonstrate a photon collection efficiency at the output of the fiber of 5.8% and suggest realistic improvements for the implementation of a useful device in the context of quantum information. We also discuss potential applications in scanning probe microscopy. The approach is generic and transferable to other materials including diamond and silicon.

Semicontactor quantum-dots (QDs) are attractive single photon sources. They are robust, compact, and provide on-demand single photons at rates in the GHz range.1–3 Their potential in the context of quantum optics, however, relies on the fulfillment of several demanding criteria:4 high efficiency, high photon purity, and simple operation. Recent progress has nevertheless brought QDs close to such applications. Single-photon operation has been obtained in a compact, table-top Stirling machine,5 offering a low-cost and user-friendly solution. Thanks to the increasing quality of the epitaxial material, spectrally pure emission has been demonstrated.6 The last challenge that needs to be addressed is to efficiently couple the emitted light into a single mode fiber. Large progress in this direction has been made with the integration of QDs into micro and nano-scale photonic structures, such as cavities and waveguides, which allow the control of spontaneous emission.7–9 In the last few years, important efforts to position the QD in an optimal way10,11 and to minimize the diffraction of light at the output of photonic nanowires12 have pushed the collection efficiencies to values ≳75% while maintaining a Gaussian spatial profile.13,14 These impressive results require, however, the use of objective lenses with large numerical apertures. In parallel, different strategies to couple the emitted light directly into a single mode fiber have emerged.15–18

We report here the direct coupling of QD single photons to an optical fiber. Our device, the quantum fiber-pigtail, consists of a QD embedded in a tapered photonic wire (PW), a photonic “trumpet,” which is directly attached to the cleaved end of a single mode fiber. Thanks to adiabatic expansion of the guided modes confined in the PW, we achieve an external collection efficiency of 5.8% at the output of the fiber-pigtail. The result represents a proof-of-principle for an easy-to-operate single photon source, with potential applications in quantum optics or metrology. In this perspective, we discuss realistic improvements of the collection efficiency. Furthermore, easily addressable QDs at the end of a nanometer-scale tip have obvious potential as scanning probes. Possible applications include single photon near-field microscopy,19,20 deterministic quantum plasmonics,21 or electric field sensing.22 Finally, we emphasize that the approach is generic and can be transferred to other nanoscale emitters such as colored centers in diamond or silicon.

Our quantum emitter consists of a self-assembled InAs QD grown by molecular beam epitaxy. It is embedded 110 nm away from the sharp end of a 12 μm-long conical GaAs PW standing on a gold substrate, see Fig. 1(a). At the QD position, the small diameter enhances the coupling of the emitter to the guided modes while screening its coupling to lateral free-space modes.8 As the top facet is approached, the progressive increase in diameter allows for an adiabatic expansion of the guided modes and eventually leads to a better mode matching with the fiber. These conical wires are obtained through a top-down approach. Using e-beam lithography, we define a Ni hard mask consisting of arrays of disks with variable diameters. This is followed by a deep plasma etch conducted in a reactive ion-etching chamber. Finally, the remaining Ni mask is removed in a diluted nitric acid solution. A Si3N4 anti-reflection coating maximizes the transmission through the top facet. The resulting structures are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b).

In order to realize a direct coupling between the photonic trumpet and a single mode fiber, we pick up an individual wire and glue it to the core of a standard fiber (dcore = 4.4 μm, ncore = 1.4563, and ncladding = 1.4513), as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). Initially, we fabricate micro-manipulators by tapering a glass needle down to a few micron thicknesses. The micro-manipulator is then used to pick up one wire at a time thanks to a combination of electrostatic and Van der Waals forces (see Fig. 1(b)). Observations with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) indicate that the cleaving point lies at the interface between the PW and the substrate, within an estimated error of ±10 nm (the instrument’s resolution). With a second micromanipulator, we re-orient the PW into the appropriate direction (top facet facing downwards), Fig. 1(c). We
then approach the cleaved facet of a fiber-pigtail and deposit a drop of low fluorescence UV glue onto its core, Fig.1(d). Finally, we bring the wire and the fiber into contact with an alignment precision on the order of 1 μm and illuminate with UV light to harden the glue. The resulting structure is shown in Figs. 1(e) and 1(f). It is robust and resistant to cycling to cryogenic temperatures, two important points for future applications.

The device is tested at cryogenic temperature by plunging it directly into liquid He. The QDs are excited non-resonantly with a CW laser diode (λ = 830 nm or 780 nm). The photoluminescence (PL) is analyzed with a spectrometer and a high efficiency Si-based CCD camera (ηdet = 27% at λ = 950 nm), see Fig. 2(a). A typical spectrum is shown in Fig. 2(b) for an excitation in the bulk (λ_laser = 780 nm). We identify a peak associated to the GaAs nanowire and a series of sharp lines corresponding to several QDs. Importantly, we observe significant heating as we increase the non-resonant power. This is evidenced as a quadratic shift of the QD energies in Fig. 2(c) and indicates a poor heat dissipation in the device, despite the surrounding liquid He. A simple way to avoid this problem is to create electron-hole pairs directly in the InGaAs wetting layer connecting the QDs (λ_laser = 830 nm). In this case, we minimize the amount of absorbed light and observe no heating effect over the range of useful excitation powers (see Fig. 2(c)). This second scenario was used for all the results presented below.

We focus on a PW featuring a diameter of 440 nm at the QD’s position and 1.8 μm at the top facet. The wire sustains the guided modes associated with the first six orders and contains approximately 50 QDs distributed over a spectral bandwidth of about 50 nm. In the low energy tail, we identify, in particular, a bright complex labeled QD1, which consists of an excitonic transition X (possibly a charged exciton) and a red-shifted biexciton XX at high power (see Fig. 3(a)).

To confirm the quantum nature of the emitted signal, we perform an auto-correlation measurement on the exciton using a standard Hanbury-Brown Twiss experiment with a set of two avalanche photo-diodes. The result, shown in Fig. 3(b), reveals a pronounced dip at zero delay, characteristic of anti-bunched emission. The data are very well reproduced by the auto-correlation function of a perfect 2-level emitter with a lifetime of 1/τ_X = 1.2 ns convoluted with the detector’s response (Gaussian with full-width-half-maximum of ~400 ps).
To evaluate the extraction efficiency \( \epsilon \) of our quantum fiber-pigtail, we record the PL intensity as we increase the excitation power. As we saturate the X transition, we observe a maximum count rate of \( \sim 40 \text{ kcts/s} \), Fig. 3(c). The data are fitted using a simple three-level model that takes the biexciton into account. Denoting \( \gamma_X \) and \( \gamma_{XX} \) the decay rates for the exciton and the biexciton, the detected PL intensity is given by

\[
I_{\text{det}}(P) = \frac{I_{\text{sat}}}{1 + \frac{\gamma_{XX}}{\gamma_X} + \frac{\gamma_{XX}}{\gamma_X} P},
\]

with \( I_{\text{sat}} \) being the intensity at saturation and \( \gamma \) being a coefficient which translates the measured excitation power into an effective pumping rate. Using \( \gamma_X = 0.84 \text{ GHz} \) from the auto-correlation measurement and \( \gamma_{XX} \sim 2 \gamma_X \), we obtain a very good agreement with our experimental data for \( I_{\text{sat}} = 149 \text{ kcts/s} \) and \( \gamma = 2.5 \times 10^{-3} \text{ GHz/\mu W} \). The relationship between the detected flux and the emission rate simply reads

\[
I_{\text{sat}} = \epsilon \eta_t \eta_{\text{det}} \gamma_X,
\]

where \( \eta_t \) corresponds to the overall transmission between the fiber-pigtail and the detector. Using a reference tunable laser diode set at 970 nm, we find \( \eta_t = 6\% \pm 3.5\% \), which yields a collection efficiency \( \epsilon = 5.8\% \pm 3.5\% \). The given value includes all losses, for instance, the finite coupling of the QD fiber. For a PW with the above-mentioned dimensions and a PL applied by the overlap between the computed profile of the PW by an embedded dipole point-source. The result is multi-
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Interestingly, a simple dielectric facet with a diameter of 0.25\( \lambda \) provides an amplitude reflectivity of 60%. By placing the QD at an anti-node of the resulting interference pattern, \( \beta_{\text{up}} \) can be increased up to 75% for an on-axis emitter. Moreover, a taper with larger height \( h \) and top facet \( d_t \) leads to a spectacular improvement of the coupling efficiency. As an example, the device reported in Ref. \( \beta_{\text{up}} = 90% \) is achievable with an additional post metallic mirror, and \( t_f \) can be further improved with larger taper dimensions. A taper with \( h = 80 \mu m \) and \( d_t = 7 \mu m \) would then bring \( \epsilon \) above 70%. As a final comment, we note that one may also tailor the properties of the fiber and release some constraints on the PW geometry.

Our device also presents attractive features as a surface scanning probe. We point out two examples of possible applications along this line. The first one concerns quantum plasmonics. Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) represent a possible way of building integrated quantum optics circuits at the nanoscale. Our device could be used to transfer quantum information from the QD to propagative SPPs simply by bringing the sharp tip of our photonic wire into close proximity with a metallic nanostructure \( d < \lambda/2 \), Fig. 4(a). Compared to the
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**FIG. 4.** Quantum-dot based scanning probe microscope. (a) Deterministic quantum plasmonics. A QD is brought into close proximity with a metallic antenna. The resulting change in the local density of states leads to efficient plasmon launching. The numbers in the table correspond to the experimental results reported in Ref. 31. \( \beta_p \) corresponds to the probability of exciting a plasmon for one excitation of the QD. (b) Electric field sensing. An electric field produces a Stark shift of the QD excitonic level which is detected via the resonance fluorescence intensity.\n
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previous work, this solution presents more flexibility and would allow scanning of the sample surface or bringing the quantum emitter to a specific location, while controlling its exact distance to a given metallic antenna. The possibility of positioning our probe at will presents a significant advantage to explore the effect of the near-field environment on the emission properties of a QD. In particular, recent experiments have shown that control over the distance (as well as over the QD orientation) could lead to launching plasmons with probabilities approaching 50%. The present device is thus likely to find applications in the field of quantum plasmonics, in particular, when more complex plasmonic circuits come to the fore.

A second application concerns using the QD at the apex of the wire as an ultra-sensitive electric field sensor, Fig. 4(b). The idea is that an electric field $E_{\text{in}}$ results in a Stark shift that can be detected through a change in intensity of QD resonance fluorescence. The noise spectrum of the QD resonance fluorescence signal reveals the noise spectrum of the local electric field. In the linear regime and for a vertical electric field, the Stark shift is given by $\Delta \nu = x^{-1} E_{\text{in}} / h$, where $x \sim 0.3 \mu \text{eV/(kV/m)}^{2}$ and $h$ is the Planck constant. Assuming a detection field limited by shot noise, we derive the sensitivity of the QD sensor

$$\eta = \frac{x^{-1}}{\Delta \nu / \partial \nu} \sqrt{2} n(\nu),$$

(3)

where $n(\nu) = n_0 / 1 + (2\nu / \Gamma)^{1/2}$ is the resonance fluorescence count rate. Assuming a count rate at resonance $n_0 = 1 \text{ MHz}$, a linewidth of $\Gamma = 5 \mu \text{eV}$, and taking into account the reduction in electric field amplitude due to its penetration into a high refractive index material ($n_{\text{GaAs}} = 3.5$)

$$E_{\text{in}} \propto \frac{1}{n^2} E_{\text{out}},$$

(4)

we obtain sensitivities to an external electric field $E_{\text{out}}$ as high as $\eta \approx 20 \text{ (V/m)/Hz}$. This corresponds to detecting a single charge at a distance of 4 $\mu$m within 1 s integration time, or alternatively to detecting a single charge at a distance of 150 nm in just 1 ms. Importantly, we point out the very large sensor bandwidth, which is ultimately limited by the spontaneous emission rate, and can thus approach the GHz range in the case of standard InGaAs QDs.

Quantum field sensors display sensitivities which compete with those of a single-electron transistor, while minimal affecting the system being detected. The scanning capability offered by our quantum pigtail makes it an appealing alternative to existing devices. We finally note that the quantum pigtail could be straightforwardly attached to a tuning fork force sensor facilitating atomic force microscopy with the tapered photonic wire as tip, and that the translation of this concept to NV centers in diamond would enable the creation of a scanning magnetic field sensor.

In conclusion, we present a device concept for an alignment-free, easy-to-operate source of single photons. A semiconductor photonics trumpet containing quantum dots is attached to the facet of a single-mode optical fiber. As a figure of merit, we have evaluated the extraction efficiency at the output of the fiber-pigtail (5.8%) and demonstrated good agreement with numerical calculations. We have shown that realistic adjustment could lead to values $>70\%$. Importantly, the fabricated device is robust and operates well in a cryogenic environment. Finally, we have underlined its potential in the context of deterministic quantum plasmonics and electric field sensing.
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